American Moms And Dads Desperate To Get Front
Seat Vehicle Organizer
Angela Jones December 09, 2014
E-mails and telephone calls have been literally flooding into Nevada based
accessory firm Freddie and Sebbie, since the launch of their latest Car Organizer
product was launched on Amazon last week.
(Newswire.net -- December 9, 2014) Las Vegas, NV -- According to Neil Speight, company
spokesperson for Nevada based accessory business "Freddie and Sebbie," their customer
support staff have actually been overwhelmed with e-mails and phone calls from US moms
car Seat Organizer
and dads, regarding the front seat vehicle organizer that was offered on Amazon recently.
He included... "We realized how eager parents were to acquire our new car organizer, which they themselves had
asked for after feeling driver-distracted, when grabbing something in a backseat organizer. Many people are just
needing to know when the product will become available to buy, as Amazon are presently finishing their final checks for
the product listing."
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Neil also stated that he personally wished to thank all their Amazon customers for voicing so much appreciation for the
front seat vehicle organizer, an idea suggested by parents with children who were simply too little to grab something in
a backseat organizer, meaning that a parent would have to reach back for something while driving, becoming a
significant concern for numerous American parents, who went on to voice their opinion to Freddie and Sebbie.
He added... "This is the third accessory that Freddie and Sebbie has actually developed after listening to ideas made
by our customers, and I wish to add that we are planning to make a few more in the near future. We have so much
feedback from our customers about the quality of our products, with a high percentage stating that they can clearly see

why we are one of the few firms that provides a lifetime headache free replacement warranty."
The Nevada accessory firm has designed a number of automobile organizer devices over the last couple of years,
including among the biggest removable trash bins seen on Amazon. Neil said that Freddie and Sebbie produced quality
items for moms and dads, primarily for cars and strollers, however that each and every product had actually received
over a 4.5 rating score by customers on Amazon, with some having a virtual maximum 4.8 score. He added...
"Even though we haven't really sold one single front seat vehicle organizer yet, we have currently received more
correspondence about this particular item than all the other items together, which I can just put down to the fact that
our clients have total faith in us producing economical, quality devices, that will meet all their requirements as
concerned parents."
The spokesperson commented that one mother had said she had in fact stopped driving til she could get her hands on
a front seat automobile organizer, stating that she had recently been involved in a small traffic accident, and blaming
herself for ending up being distracted while reaching for her ipad in the backseat organizer.
The full specifications for their luxury car organizer can be seen here: http://www.amazon.com/Car-OrganizerFreddie-Sebbie-Accessories/dp/B00OQPRPK8/
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